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PART A: OUR MANDATE 

1. UPDATES TO RELEVANT LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY MANDATES

1.1. UPDATED LEGISLATIVE MANDATES 

SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM 

There are no updates to the legislative mandates presented in the South African Tourism Five-Year 
Strategic Plan 2020-2025, which reflects the following: 

1) Constitutional mandate:

a) The provisions of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (No. 108 of 1996):

o Chapter 3, Section 41 ( 1) sets out the relationship and principles underlying cooperation
and assigning functions between the various spheres of government.

o Part A of Schedule 4 lists tourism as a functional area of concurrent national and
provincial legislative competence.

2) Legislation defining the South African Tourism mandate:

a) The Tourism Act (No. 3 of 2014), Chapter 3, sets out the functions of the South African
Tourism Board.

b) The Public Finance Management Act (No. 1 of 1999, as amended) (PFMA), together with
its regulations, lists South African Tourism as a Schedule 3A national public entity, which is
accountable to the Minister of Tourism and Parliament. All prescripts and regulations arising
from the PFMA are applicable to its governance and operations.

3) Legislation informing the delivery of the core mandate:

a) Various legislation pertaining to the governance and control environment and institutional
arrangements.

b) All national and provincial legislation and regulations, and all municipal bylaws, applicable
to South African Tourism functions or the areas in which it operates.

1.2. UPDATED POLICY MANDATES 

There are no updates to the policy mandates presented in the Five-Year Strategic Plan 2020-2025, 
which reflects as follows: 

1) The National Development Plan, Vision 2030 (2012) (NOP) which seeks to eliminate poverty and
sharply reduce inequality and unemployment by 2030. The NOP recognises tourism as one of
the main drivers of employment and economic growth.

2) The Medium-Term Strategic Framework 2019-2024 (MTSF) gives effect to the electoral mandate
and is framed around seven national priorities for the period to 2024. South African Tourism
contributes to three MTSF priorities:
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a) Priority 1: A capable, ethical, and developmental State.

b) Priority 2: Economic transformation and job creation; and

c) Priority 7: A better Africa and world.

SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM 

3) The National Tourism Sector Strategy 2016-2026 (NTSS) sets out a vision for a 'rapidly and

inclusively growing tourism economy that leverages South Africa's competitive edge in nature,

culture and heritage, underpinned by ubuntu and supported by innovation and service

excellence.'

4) The White Paper on the Development and Promotion of Tourism in South Africa (1996) sets out
a framework and guidelines for tourism development and promotion in South Africa.

5) The Tourism Grading Council of South Africa (TGCSA) grading criteria, 2019, seeks to advance
and maintain a recognisable, credible, and globally benchmarked system of quality assurance
for accommodation and venues in South Africa.

6) The Tourism Black Economic Empowerment Charter (BEE Charter) which aims to not only make
South African tourism globally competitive, but to open the benefits of tourism to previously
disadvantaged individuals.

2. UPDATES TO INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

Since the tabling of the Five-Year Strategic Plan 2020-2025 in March 2020, certain policy and strategy 
developments have emerged, which have a bearing on the work and operations of South African 
Tourism. These impacts have been considered in the development of this Annual Performance Plan. 

2.1. ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION AND RECOVERY PLAN, 2020 

The Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP, published in late 2020), is the country's plan 
for overall economic recovery after the COVID-19 pandemic. The ERRP identifies the following eight 
priority interventions to drive the reconstruction and recovery of the South African economy: 
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Figure 1: Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan 
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Source: Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan, 2020 

SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM 

In addition to tourism being identified as one of the priority areas of intervention in the ERRP, the tourism 

sector has a contribution to make to a number of other priorities of the ERRP. 

2.2. TOURISM SECTOR RECOVERY PLAN, 2021 

The COVID-19 pandemic and the resultant economic shutdown has had a severe impact on the tourism 

sector, with many businesses struggling to recover from the related disruptions and lockdowns. A key 

consideration necessitated by the impact of the pandemic meant that South Africa had to protect the 

tourism sector and outcompete in a world where every destination is chasing recovery. 

Thus, the Tourism Sector Recovery Plan (TSRP) was developed. The plan acknowledges the need for 

targeted and coordinated action to mitigate the impact of the crisis and to set the sector on the most 

optimal path to recovery, transformation, and long-term sustainability. 

The TSRP is anchored on three interlinked pillars with a number of strategic interventions to support 

each theme. The TSRP also identifies enablers to support tourism recovery. 
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